To Konstantin Fedorenko
Director
International Child Centre «Artek»
__________________________________________
full name of the parent or legal representative

________________________________________
residential address

Tel.: __________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________
APPLICATION
I, _______________________________________________________________________________________________,
full name of the parent or legal representative

passport № _______________, issued __________________________________________________________________
date and place of issue

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
for adoptive parents/legal representatives, include details of adoption/custody document

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
residential address

hereby request to arrange a study program and educational activities for my son/daughter
_________________________________________________________________________________________________,
full child’s name

based on general/secondary education in grade ____, and enroll him/her in extracurricular and educational activities offered
by the study program at International Child Center «Artek» for session №_____ from __________________20___ to
________________20____.
Passport № _________________________________, issued ________________________________________________
place and date of issue

Child’s nationality_____________ __________________________________________________________________
Child’s residential address: _________________________________________________________________________
I confirm that my child ____________ health restrictions that require a special learning environment in classes and during
has/does not have

extracurricular activities throughout his/her stay at ICC «Artek».
Disability certificate _____________________________ (copy of the certificate confirming health restrictions attached).













I confirm that I have reviewed a copy of the education license of the ICC «Artek».
I agree to the personal data of the parent (legal representative) and the child being processed according to the law
of the Russian Federation.
I agree to my child participating in sport events, trips and other activities at the ICC «Artek» according
to the ICC «Artek» schedule.
I have read the ICC «Artek» regulations.
I agree to my child’s valuable belongings being stored in designated facilities (safes, lockers) at the ICC «Artek».
The ICC «Artek» will not be responsible for the personal belongings in case of a refusal to submit the valuables for
storage.
In the event of a threat to my child’s health or life, I give my informed and voluntary permission to emergency medical
help, hospital admission, transfusion of donor blood and/or blood components and other medical assistance required
to save my child’s life and keep my child healthy, including transportation of my child to a medical facility and back
to the ICC «Artek» by the ICC «Artek» medical professionals.
I agree to my child participating in interviews, photo shoots and filming, to editing and use of photos and videos
for non-commercial purposes and in the ICC «Artek» advertising, including printed press, internet and other
media.
I give the ICC «Artek» the right to use the copyright objects, which my child created during his/her staying in
ICC «Artek» (works of science, literature and art, hereinafter – Work) in full, in any form or by any means not contrary
to law (the exclusive right to the Work), including to implement:
1) reproduction of the Work;
2) distribution of the Work;
3) public display of the Work;
4) import of the original or copies of the Work for distribution purposes;

5) rental of the original or copy of the Work;
6) public performance of the Work;
7) broadcast message;
8) cable broadcasting, meaning the communication of the Work to the public by radio or television, using cable, wire,
optical fiber or similar means;
9) retransmission, meaning reception and simultaneous communication on the air (including via satellite) or by cable
of a complete and unchangeable radio or television program or its essential part, transmitted on the air or by cable by
an organization of broadcasting or cable broadcasting;
10) practical implementation of an architectural, design, urban planning or gardening project;
11) making the Work available to the public in such a way that any person can access the Work from any place and at
any time of their own choice (making it available to the public);
12) translation or other processing of the Work.
The exclusive right to use the Work is transferred on a non-repayable basis and for an indefinite period.
The original of the Work is transferred to ICC «Artek» in ownership.
ICC «Artek» has the right to use the Work on the entire territory of all countries of the world.
I confirm the validity of the information contained in this application, as well as in the documents attached to it.
I have read and accepted the agreement and all the conditions specified in it (posted on the web-site www.artek.org).

______________________
signature

_______________________________________________

_______________

full name of the parent /legal representative

date

To be filled by the minors aged 14-18
APPLICATION
I,____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Full name of the minor aged 14-18

give the ICC «Artek» the right to use the copyright objects, which I created during my staying in ICC «Artek» (works of science,
literature and art, hereinafter – Work) in full, in any form or by any means not contrary to law (the exclusive right to the Work),
including to implement:
13) reproduction of the Work;
14) distribution of the Work;
15) public display of the Work;
16) import of the original or copies of the Work for distribution purposes;
17) rental of the original or copy of the Work;
18) public performance of the Work;
19) broadcast message;
20) cable broadcasting, meaning the communication of the Work to the public by radio or television, using cable, wire,
optical fiber or similar means;
21) retransmission, meaning reception and simultaneous communication on the air (including via satellite) or by cable
of a complete and unchangeable radio or television program or its essential part, transmitted on the air or by cable by an
organization of broadcasting or cable broadcasting;
22) practical implementation of an architectural, design, urban planning or gardening project;
23) making the Work available to the public in such a way that any person can access the Work from any place and at
any time of their own choice (making it available to the public);
24) translation or other processing of the Work.
The exclusive right to use the Work is transferred on a non-repayable basis and for an indefinite period.
The original of the Work is transferred to ICC «Artek» in ownership.
ICC «Artek» has the right to use the Work on the entire territory of all countries of the world.

____________________
Date

____________________
Signature

